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very sensitive to tiny details of the distributions.

of cumulant to factorial moments reveals an oscillatory structure which is

solution of the problem for moments of any rank has been found. The ratio

moments of their multiplicity distributions in fixed coupling QCD. Exact

Parton correlations in quark and gluon jets are studied by calculating
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for Pn commonly considered in phenomenology. OCR Output

however, after showing what the latter involves, assuming some standard forms

moments Kq. The former involves solving the QCD equations. We shall do that,

on the factorial moments Fq. The other is to calculate from Fq the cumulant

are two aspects to this work. One is to determine the dynamical predictions

to examine some simple cases for illustrative purposes (see also [l0],[l1]). There

Before we get into the full complication of the QCD problem, it is instructive

[9].

tion (DLA) of QCD which is insensitive to whether coupling is running or fixed

our results differ strongly from those obtained in double—logarithm approxima

we shall extend the same treatment to higher moments. It is remarkable that

exact calculation in the case of fixed coupling for the first moment. In this paper

of the kernels and in the handling of the coupling constant. In [2] we did the

important to do the calculations as precisely as possible , both in the treatment

Kg, even for small q, are very sensitive to the approximations made [6],[7], it is

tion the problem has also been studied in Ref. Since the cumulant moments

different approximations employed [1] — In the framework of dipole formula

the measurable implications of those equations have led to different results due to

tions of the generating functions, as in [1] — The various efforts to determine

The starting point of this line of investigation is the differential-integral equa

from (12), and consequently also about the multiparticle correlations.

now investigate the higher moments of Pn so as to learn about the fluctuations

quark and gluon jets by solving exactly the fixed coupling QCD equations We

attracted considerable attention in QCD We have calculated it recently for

distribution P,,. The first moment of Pu is the average multiplicity (rt}, which has

accuracy. In multiparticle production the primary observable is the multiplicity

global properties predicted by pQCD are still not verified by data to high enough

relatively straightforward, theoretically and experimentally. At this point some

ties of multiparticle production in quark and gluon jets is both important and

Among the various ways of testing perturbative QCD the study of the proper

OCR Output1 Introduction



I=1

(8) OCR OutputAc = Bq + Z EAlBq—1=
q-I I

q 2 2,

From the identity dG/dz : G(d1nG'/dz) we immediately get A1 = B1 and, for

q=1

(7)ln G(z) = EzqBq, Bq = (n)"Kq/qi.

q:O

(6)G(Z) = ZZQAW AQ = <¤)°Fq/qi

shall need later. The generating function G(z) is related to Fq and Kg by

For completeness, we give a quick derivation of (5) here in the form that we
where cg = q!/Il(q —— I)! .

I=O

(5)F, = Z C;_,Kq-;F).
q—1

They are related to Fq by the formula (see e.g. [12])

. (¤)" dZ° |,=¤
K, = (4)

l dql G H (Z)

and the normalized cumulant moments K q are

<¤>° v <¤)° dzq Izzo
FQ =

Ej’,°=0 n(n— 1)...(n -,q—|— 1)P,, 1 d"G(z)

The normalized factorial moments Fq are

2Pu = —
1 d"G(z)

so that the inverse is

·n=O

(1)G(z) = >;<1+ Z)"Pm

The generating function G(z) for the multiplicity distribution P,, is defined

(PD), and (c) negative binomial distribution (NBD).

ples based on (a) fixed multiplicity distribution (FMD), (b) Poisson distribution

To illustrate the properties of various moments, let us consider some simple exam

2 Multiplicity moments



Fq :1, Kq : 6,,1 (15) OCR Output

Thus it follows from (3) and (4) that

(14)P,. = &}¤·<">, Go) : e<*·>Z.
For PD we have

(b) Poisson distribution {PD}.

values of q.

Fg, Kq, Hq for no = 10, and in the insets we show ln|Kq| and ln|Hq| for integer

Since Fq = 0 for q > no, Hq can be calculated up to q = no. In Fig.1 we show

FMD.

with q until no; this decrease is not common, being specifically a property of

Kq, which we shall encounter again below. Fq, however, decreases monotonically

for q > no + 1, |Kq| increases monotonically. This is a very common pattern for

Note that Kq oscillates in sign, while its magnitude first decreases until q = ng;

(13)Ki = (—¤¤)1"’(<1 —1)¥

1 << , ¤3(¤¤— q)! q ` noF. = 12 ( )

get

For fixed no, we have Pu = 6,,,,,,, so G(z) = (1 + z)”°. Then = no and we

(a) Fixed multiplicity distribution {FMD}.

In some cases this ratio reveals the q dependence better than Kq itself [6],[10].

Hq = Kq/Fq. (11)

interest:

they can be calculated directly from G(z). We shall find their ratio also to be of

Although Kq can be determined from Fq, for the simple cases to be considered

F2 Z 1 + Ifg,

gives

which is equivalent to For a few lower integer values of q the relation (5)



which we now turn to. OCR Output

will serve as our guidelines in appreciating the results from QCD calculations,

lnH:that we see a distinct difference. These very contrasting q dependenciesVBD

MDthat Kfoscillates, while KJVBD does not. It is in comparing ln|Hf| withMD

ably, ln|K,f7MD| and lnK5vBD are very similar, despite the notable difference

BDtributions, resulting in FUFMD decreasing and FJVincreasing with q. Remark
It should be noted that FMD and NBD represent two opposite types of dis

than general.

pronounced than that of Hq. These properties are more characteristic of NBD

compared to that for k : 5 is expected. The dependence of Kq on k is more

k = 5 and 10. Since P,. is narrower at higher k, the slower rise of Fq for k = 10

In Fig.2 we show their behaviors by plotting lnFq, lf1I(q and 1nHq vs q for

Hq, however, decreases monotonically.

decreasing very fast, reaches a minimum at q w k, and then increases for q > k.

faster than exponential. Unlike the case of FMD, Kq does not oscillate. lt starts

where B(q,k) is the Euler beta function. Here Fq rises very rapidly with q,

20H = Fiqlrik + 1) -—-———-—i = kB ,k ,

q kg-] 1
1`(<1) I{=

- —· , q I`(k +1)k¤‘1 18 ( )
F(k + <1)

(17) k need not be an integer. The corresponding moments are
The Bose—Einstein distribution is a special case of NBD with k = 1. In (16) and

Pn = 1 ( 7)No + k) <¤> " (nl ———-——————- l"(n—|—1)I`(k) ( k 1+ k
`""°

so one gets for the multiplicity distribution

(16)G(z) = 1(
For NBD the generating function is

(c) Negative binomial distribution (NBD}.

and Hq is not any more interesting.



(26) OCR OutputKS(x)=E-(1-¤¤)(2—¤>(1—¤>)],

active flavors, and the kernels are

where G’(y) = dG/dy, 73 = 6orS/rr, org is QCD coupling, nf is the number of

G2;(y) = /_ d¤¤KS(¤¤)v3lG¤(y +1¤w)GQ(y +1¤(1— wl) — GQ(y)l, (25)

Gb(y) = / d¤¤KS(¤¤)·rS(Gc(y +1¤¤¤)G¤(y +1¤(1— w)) — Gc;(y)]

z), the generating functions satisfy the coupled integral equations [1]

With the z dependence suppressed (the following equations being diagonal in

respectively.

where (nc;) and (ng;) are the average multiplicities in the gluon and quark jets,

q:O q' q:O q'
(23)q q GG = Z 7("G) Fw Go = Z 7("Q) ‘I’q»

00 zqOO Zq

They can be expressed in terms of the normalized factorial moments as follows

11:0

(22)G<:.<.>(y, Z) = 2<1+ Z)"P,?‘Q(y).

generating functions are

Q being the virtuality of the jet, and QU some fixed scale. The corresponding

y =1¤(Q/Qc), (21)

in quark and gluon jets, respectively, where

of either type. Let PT? (y) and PE(y) denote the parton multiplicity distributions
We treat the problem with both quarks and gluons taken into account in jets

and neglect all complications that arise in hadronization.

usual with all theoretical investigations, we consider only the evolution of partons

discuss previous works that treat the problem with different approximations. As

of fixed-coupling QCD, we start from the beginning with the general relations and

Before getting involved with the technical details of solving exactly the problem

3 Fixed-coupling QCD



(¤(y + i¤¤>)) = ¤¤”(¤(y)). (31) OCR Output

example, for G(y + ln sc) we have from (29)

[2]. The quadratic terms in the integrands involve displaced arguments. For

to O(z) accuracy, resulting in self—consistency constraints within the q < 2 sector

I terms are decoupled from q 2 2 sector when the integral equations are evaluated

We substitute (23) into (24) and (25), and consider only q 2 2, since q=() and

posteriori) so that (29) exhibits all the y dependences in (23) explicitly.

We further assume that Fq and <I>q are independent of y (again to be checked a

(30)T = ("G)/(¤<2)·

(24) and (25); r is the ratio

and treat 7 as constant, an assumption which we later show to be consistent with

(29)(¤G(y)) = ew, <¤Q(y)) = ew/in

terms. We write (ngyq) in the form

been examined for fixed coupling QCD in Ref.[2]. We now consider the q 2 2

correspond to considering only q=0 and 1 in the expansions (23), have already

tions are involved. The consequences of (24) and (25) on (ng) and (mq), which

exactly for fixed coupling QCD, i.e. when 70 is held constant. No other assump

In this section we show that the set of equations (24), (25) can be solved

features of the solution.

forward (see e.g. [4],[ll)) and shows that quarks do not change the qualitative

into one). Their application to the full QCD case of eqs.(24) and (25) is straight

tions (which takes into account energy conservation when two gluons recombine

running property of QCD coupling cx; or of the x-dependence of generating func

sumptions about the importance of the non-singular terms in kernel (26), of the

Its solution has been found in various approximations [4]-[6] depending on as

For gluodynamics in the absence of quarks, eq.(24) survives with nf = 0.

where Nc = 3 is the number of colors and Cp = 4/3.

. Kb :—. - -1 -Q(¤¤) +C 1 sc l () No x 2 ,

(27)KE’(<¤) = gil? +(1— =¤)2l.



Lg,] (42)4x1<zz<q·’>~1 - xw.A1 g()( OCR Output

(41)d:z:Ix'§_§(m):c"",

(40)dZI3I<g(fE)CI3I.Y (1 — m)("“')",

q.! (39)d:cKg(x);rl" (1 — x)("`l)”,

(38)d1:K§(x)[:v"" -1- (1 - x)""],

(37)dxKg(2:) [rw + (1 — x)"" -1],

where

§ + LO " Lq,q ) ¢q _ Lqrqfq : Z T`q_ILq,Z¢lfq-I v1 `(qi '70
(1-1

· Mg + ¤xNg¤fq - !V.?¢q = Ng;fzfq-1 + ;·§Ngl¢>z¢q-xl ,(35)
T,4-4 ; [:1) %(%

can easily be expressed in terms of the moments. Hence, we obtain

can be treated similarly. The linear terms involve derivatives and integrals, which

the latter will be needed shortly, since the other quadratic terms in (24) and (25)

¢q= &®qi (34)fa: jFq>

where

I:]q=2

Z (¤c(y))“' { [x" + (1 - ¢¤)q"] fq + Z ¢'"(1 —¢)(°`°"fzfq-I i , (33)
q—1

Excluding q = 0,1 terms and setting z = 1, we get from (32)

n

(32)g; hxwi - m)"~~ (nG(y))'+"· F,F,,,.
l+m

GG (y + lnx) GG (y + in(1 — =

which can be used to give
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(61) for the q = 1 boundary.

satisfactory. We shall proceed with our calculation in the q 2 2 sector using (59)

value for hadrons rm, z 1.3 are explained in Ref. [2] as being phenomenologically

Its differences from the asymptotic QCD value 9/4 and from the experimental

r = 1.84 ;l: 0.02. (61)

of interest, 0.48 < 'Yg < 0.6, we have

The result is insensitive to the number of active flavors nf. For the range of 70

The value of r has been calculated in Ref. [2] in the fixed coupling approximation.

dal = 1 /1*. (60)

jets, defined in (30), which determines

link through the ratio r of average multiplicities of partons in gluon and quark

Because of that the q 2 2 sector is decoupled from the q < 2 sector except for the

F1=f1=®1=¢1=l· (59)

The initial condition at q = 1 is trivial:

then repeated to the next rank.

evaluate Sq and Tq, which determine fq and d>q by (52) and (53). The process is

these equations recursively is now clear. From known moments up to rank q — 1,

Since Sq and Tg involve fl and 45; for l = 1,...,q —— 1, the method of solving

aqdq -106,. (58)

'70
(57)- - Mf + n,§O,ggN

Lg, (56)

MjM¥,

70

gg- + 1 LQ,q7 '

OCR Outputwhere
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then increases. This behavior will be shown below to be badly violated for quark

that the cumulant moment K., for NBD decreases monotonically to q z k and

now show how inadequate the NBD is as an approximation. Recall from Fig.2(b)

While the characterization of Fg by the NBD parameter k is convenient, we

VBDapproximated by FJwith k:5.
clearly of the NBD type rather than the FMD. In fact, Fq in Fig.3(a) can be

Note that by comparing Fig.3(a) with Fig.1(a) and 2(a) the QCD results are

PE, although (nq) < These results are very insensitive to the value of nf.
multiplicity distribution for the quark jet Pg is wider than that for the gluon jet
moments (see (3) for Fg, and similar definition for <I>,,), they imply that the

rapidly with q, more so for (D., than Fq. Since these are normalized factorial

Fq and <I>q, are shown in Fig.3(a) for 10:0.48 and nf:5. Evidently, they increase

The results of our calculation from (50) — (62), when expressed in terms of

reduction of the original equations on GG(y, z) and GQ(y, z).

independent of y. This is the a posteriorijustification we needed to carry out our

on Q is still very mild to justify our treatment that all quantities in (50)-(58) are

In [2] we have shown that even if org is allowed to run, the dependence of 7

for fixed·coupling QCD.

implies the scaling of ordinary moments. Let us stress that F-scaling is precise

this property F-scaling. Asymptotically it coincides with KNO—scaling which

y independent. Thus all factorial moments are energy independent. We shall call

coupling approximation. Since 1* is constant for fixed org, it means that qSq is also

self-consistent to treat the moments fg and qéq as y independent in the fixed

are consistent with all quantities being independent of y. ln particular, it is

integral equations (24) and (25) to a set of algebraic equations (50)-(53), which

given in (29), with constant 1* has led to a transformation of the differentio

dependence on y. The assumption that the only y dependence is in (nG,Q(y)),

It should be noted that the system of equations (50) — (53) has no explicit

for the range of 70 of interest. It will be used in our calculation below.

7 : 0.077 + 0.6270

calculated in Ref. The result can be well fitted by the formula

as well as Sq and T., in (50), (51). The dependence of 7 on 70 has also been

For every fixed 70 we shall also need 7 to determine aq,. . . , dg in (54) — (57)
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ratio Hq decreases monotonically as

from the fixed coupling result without non-leading terms (35). In both cases, the

taken either from previous results [1],[5],[6],[10] dealing with running coupling or

the KNO function is insensitive to org being running or fixed. The latter can be

differs also strongly from the lowest order (DLA) approximation of QCD where

in sign at each q. Let us stress that the exact solution of fixed coupling QCD

oscillations is larger than in the case of fixed multiplicity where Hq alternates

shows that the NBD fits are inappropriate. At the same time, the period of

The distinctive feature of the behavior of Hq is clearly its oscillations. It

4 and 5.

calculate Kq, Hq, \I/q and qq using (64) - (67). The results are shown in Figs.3(b),

Since we have already determined fq and ¢>q for all q of interest, we can therefore

(67)"}q : lllq/(pq : (bq/(bq

(66)Hq = Kq/Fg = kq/fw

The H moments for the gluon and quark jets are then

I=1 q
(65)we I qiq ' Z `¢1¢q—!·

9-I I

and satisfying

cumulant counterparts \Ifq and 1/iq, playing the roles of Kq and kg, respectively,

kq. Similarly, for the quark jet, we have analogous moments cbq = Qq/qi and the

with fl = kl = 1. Thus the knowledge of fq for all q enables us to calculate all

l=1 q
(64)ka : fq ' 2 ‘f1kq—(

4-1 l

and use fq as defined in (34), then we get from (8)

(63)ku = Ki/ql

If we define

properties of Fq, as has been noted before [6], [10].

and gluon jets, thereby revealing the sensitivity of Kq and Hq on the detailed
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tiny details of the multiplicity distribution, as has been stated previously [6], [10]

that cumulant moments (or their ratio to factorial moments) are very sensitive to

of our previous result [2] on average multiplicity in quark and gluon jets. It shows

of parton multiplicity distribution in quark and gluon jets. lt is the generalization

ating functions (24) and (25) in case of fixed coupling for any rank of the moment

We have been able to get exact solution (52) and (53) of QCD equations for gener

4 Summary and discussion

since the only assumption made is of fixed coupling.

solution found by us here provides clear guide to the realistic behavior of Hq,

in solving the set of equations for generating functions. Therefore, the exact

The above example shows how sensitive Hq is to various approximations made

where (-·1)"`1 appears due to the added preasymptotic term.

<1(2<1 + 1)
Hg=new) 2 +

that it becomes

2q + 1 in the numerator, one gets an additional term in Hq of the FMD—type so

where C x 2.553. If we add a preasymptotic term by replacing the factor 2q by

(69)Fqz %q’qq-JA 2ql`+1)

the large q behavior of Fq in DLA is

imposed on DLA—behavior by doing the following exercise. It is known [5] that

One can demonstrate how easy it is to get the oscillations of the FMD—type

not be considered as realistic quantitative results.

However, all of them are consequences of the approximations made and should

decreases as q'] and in the next—order approximation it tends to a constant.

70 the asymptotic behavior of Hq in DLA is proportional to q`2 , in MLLA it

has been exploited in [5],[6]. It has been shown in [6] that at large q and fixed

It reflects the fact that the product q7O appears as an expansion parameter that

the coupling 70 tends to zero limit first or the moment considered tends to infinity.

oscillations imposed on the above law or even changes it depending on whether

modified leading log approximation (MLLA) with running coupling provides some

at asymptotically high energies. Transition to preasymptotic energies and to
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but can also provide a guidepost to other future studies that improve upon the

that the fixed-coupling solution determined in this paper is not only definitive,

i.e., the oscillating behavior of the Hq moments is unchanged. Thus we believe

By varying the value of 70 we have found that the effect on our result is small,

for us to study exact solutions, even at the cost of fixing the coupling constant.

that inaccuracies show up sensitively in the Hq moments provides the motivation

DLA or MLLA, it is difficult to assess how significant the errors are. The fact

that is not possible in the running case. When approximations are made, whether

tant than the running-coupling problem, but because it allows an exact solution

We have done this work on fixed-coupling QCD, not because it is more impor

four-gluon vertices, should be examined.

tions on the generating functions, that do not include, for example, the effects of

e+e' and hadronic processes. Furthermore, the validity of the starting equa

account both the running property of QCD coupling and the relations to real

ceeding to quantitative comparison more work should be done on taking into

supported by experimental data [13] at a qualitative level. However, before pro

approximate solutions of QCD equations with running coupling It has been

proximation of QCD. Similar oscillating structure appears also in higher-order

in the cases of the negative binomial distribution and the double logarithm ap

ical for jets of both kinds, which is to be contrasted to the monotonic decrease

The oscillating structure of the ratio of cumulant to factorial moments is typ

is lower.

fluctuations than in gluon jets even though the average multiplicity of quark jets

distributions. Partons in quark jets are distributed wider in their multiplicity

when studying various approximations to the equations and phenomenological
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70:0.48, nf:5. (cz) qq and (b) ln|r;q|.

Fig. 5. nq moments of quark-jet distribution in fixed-coupling QCD for

70:0.48, nj:5. (cr) Hq and (b) ln|Hq

Fig.4. Hq moments of gluon-jet distribution in fixed-coupling QCD for

70:0.48, nf:5. (a) lnFq, ln <I>q and (b) ln|Kq[, lnllpql.

Fig.3. Moments of multiplicity distribution in fixed-coupling QCD for

(a) 1nFq , (b) ln Kq, and (c) lnHq.

Fig. 2. Moments of the negative binomial distribution for k:5 and 10.

fb) Kg, ln|Kq|, and (c) Hq, ln|Hq|.
Fig. 1. Moments of fixed multiplicity distribution for n0 : 10. (a) Fq,

Figure Captions














